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THE WORLD'S MOST UNIQUE PIANO FESTIVAL 
 
There are many piano festivals that exist in the world's busy calendar of music 
events, but they are not equal. Some boast of a month-long duration, others of the 
sheer number of pianists invited, the “brand name” of artists et cetera, but only one 
prides itself on the wealth of repertoire on show. Rarities of Piano Music at Schloss 
vor Husum is a connoisseur's festival, one that highlights neglected and fringe works 
of the repertoire, forgotten and unknown composers, centering on the cult of 
obscurity and rarity.  
 

 

The market square at Husum 
with the St Mary's Church (Marienkirche)

 



Held within an August summer's week in the relatively remote North German seaside 
town of Husum in Schleswig-Holstein, it is a curate's egg. Its isolation makes a trip 
there seem like a pilgrimage. For years, I had feasted on the annual highlights CD 
recording on the Danish Danacord label, enjoying whatever offerings pianists like 
Marc-André Hamelin, Robert Berman, Frederic Meinders and Piers Lane might tickle 
its audiences with. The choices of music would always be surprising, fascinating 
beyond imagination, but I never imagined actually venturing into the unknown to 
North Friesland.  
 
That was until an e-mail arrived in May, sent by fellow pianophile the Japanese 
musicologist and Professor of Aesthetics Satoru Takaku, who has been a Husum 
regular since in early noughties. “Come, I'll arrange tickets for you, book your hotel, 
and even meet you at Hamburg airport!” was his enticement, and I was caught hook, 
line and sinker. A round trip that could include the BBC Proms in London, the 18th 
Leeds International Piano Competition and Husum in late August was a possibility, 
and soon I was dreaming.     
 
 

 
 
Schloss vor Husum is a 16th century castle built by the Counts of Gottorf on the 
outskirts just north of the marketplace of Husum. Its oxide red bricks and single 
watch-tower built in the Danish (or is it Dutch?) style dominate the landscape and it 
even has a own moat of its own. Although its concerts begin at half-past-seven in the 
evening, daylight still filters into the Ritter Saal (Hall of Knights) which seats close to 
200 in a small and intimate space. Ancient portraits and an elaborately decorated 
fireplace (this castle has some extraordinary fireplaces and mantelpieces!) vie for 
attention, as do the nesting birds and sqawking ducks which provide a not 
unwelcome counterpoint to the piano music. Soon the ear settles for the feast of 
piano sound, and that captivates like no other.  
 
Rarities of Piano Music at Schloss vor Husum is the brainchild of Berlin-born pianist 
and pedagogue Peter Froundjian, a soft-spoken mustachioed gentleman in his 60s 
of Armenian extraction. In 1985 he received an appointment to head the music 
school that is resident in the castle, and he saw the possibilities of such a festival at 



such a venue. He was interested in non-mainstream piano repertoire, and could not 
understand how a narrow repertoire could have pre-occupied musical and concert life 
for ages. He wanted to do something for the unjustly forgotten composers, such that 
they could be appreciated by the public like the great masters. There is much good 
music to heard, except that these are rarely programmed in recitals. 
 
 

 
 
He felt that this approach would not work within the confines of one or two recitals, 
which would garner little attention if any. Instead a festival package spanning a week 
with eight recitals by different pianists of different tastes might do the trick. Husum is 
not near a big city (the closest, Hamburg, is 2 hours away by train), so visitors plan to 
stay the entire week. Return visitors and word-of-mouth ensure that all tickets to 
concerts are sold-out when the day arrives. Late-comers are to satisfy themselves by 
sitting in an adjacent room with a video feed (and another magnificent fireplace) for a 
small fee. 
 



The intimate Ritter Saal of Schloss vor Husum 
sits around 200 for each recital. 

 
The first festival took place in 1987 with attention from the press, periodicals and 
media, and it was well received. Pianists including Michael Ponti (a Vox Records 
legend, a champion of unknown Romantic repertoire), Daniel Berman, Rainer Klaas, 
Eckhart Sellheim, a piano duo and Froundjian himself performed. The year 1989 was 
a pivotal one, which saw the participation of Marc-Andre Hamelin and Ronald Smith 
(in Alkan's Concerto and Symphony for solo piano respectively), Hamish Milne 
(Reubke's Sonata in B minor), Jean-Marc Luisada, Idil Biret and Ponti again. That 
edition sealed Husum's unique position in the pianistic world, with the focus on 
repertoire as the guiding light.  
 
What have been some of the more arcane curiosities that Husum has mid-wifed? 
Froundjian lists off the palm of his hand: Cecile Licad performing Florent Schmitt, 
Marie-Catherine Girod playing a sonata by Pierre de Breville in the past, and young 
Russian Yuri Favorin unearthing Alkan, Myaskovsky, Prokofiev and Szymanowski in 
this year's line-up. And that's just the tip of the iceberg. Virtuosity is a given, but 
obscurity a definitive. 
 
Is there a formula by which Froundjian picks his artists and programmes? There is no 
fixed formula. Any pianist can apply to perform just as he can approach a given 
pianist. There are proposals for repertoire choices and counter-proposals, based on 
what has been performed in past years, and what has not. It is all a very interesting 
experiment.  
 



 

The latest Danacord CD recording 
of Rarities from the 2014 festival. 

 
Thanks to the annual highlights CD, a labour of love co-produced by Danacord 
label's owner Jesper Buhl, the “legend of Husum” has spread far and wide, albeit 
within the relatively small cosmos of universal pianophiles. Asian visitors are still a 
relative rarity, but my friend Satoru has done much to proselytise Husum's gospel. 
Through his introduction, London-based Japanese pianist Hiroaki Takenouchi has 
performed twice in Husum in recent years, introducing works by Boris Pasternak (the 
author of Doctor Zhivago), Hubert Parry and others to receptive ears.       
 
The year 2016 marks the 30th edition of Rarities and who is to perform at this special 
anniversary? Froundjian does not reveal the names of pianists yet, but he assures it 
will be a combination of long-time friends favourites of the Festival and a late of new 
names making their debuts. Given the vast pool of concert pianists who are widening 
the performing repertoire every day, the possibilities are endless. As long as there 
are terra incognita for intrepid pianists to discover, and an ever-curious audience to 
savour these offerings, the cult and spirit of Husum is sure to endure. 
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RARITIES OF PIANO MUSIC 
AT SCHLOSS VOR HUSUM 
MARTIN JONES Piano Recital 
Wednesday (26 August 2015)  
 
It would appear that the British pianist Martin Jones and the festival of Piano Rarities 
at Schloss vor Husum were made for each other, but it comes as a surprise that this 



is his debut. His programming was classic Jones (if one is familiar with his many CD 
recordings on the Nimbus label) meets classic Husum (if one is familiar with the 
selections that appear annually on the Danacord label). 
 
Jones spoke before each piece, with typically British humour, and warmed up the 
audience immediately. First off was Carl Czerny's Grand Caprice, he with his 
multitudes of notes but a surprisingly congenial work that was a transitional link 
between the styles of Beethoven (gruff and pathetique) and Mendelssohn (songs 
without words) but cast in the form of Schubert's Wanderer Fantasy (4 linked 
movements with a fugue near the end).  
 
Its foil was a Sonatina by the Viennese Hans Gal, highly tonal but spiced with the 
mild dissonances of the early to mid-20th century. In between were 13 piquant pieces 
from Federico Mompou's Ballet, filled with his typically luscious harmonies and 
equally delicious pauses. 
 

 
 
Despite his prolific recorded output, Jones has never enjoyed the reputation of super-
virtuosos with catholic tastes like Hamelin, Hough or Hamish Milne. He is not as 
exacting in getting in all the notes with microsecond precision, but somehow he gets 
there in a way that is totally engaging, and no way was he less than committed in this 
recital.  
 
He has an improvisatory air in pieces which need that kind of expression, and that 
came across winningly in the dances by Argentine Carlos Guastavino and Spaniard 
Joaquin Nin's Message a Debussy, the latter commanding an orchestral texture and 
the Spanish lilt that possess the Frenchman's music. To close was Percy Grainger's 
suite In A Nutshell, four varied movements that captured the Australian's folksy style 
yet extraordinary ear for harmonies. The Pastorale was filled with colour while the 
Gumsuckers March brought the recital to a rousing end. 
 
The encores: Mischa Levitzki's The Enchanted Nymph was a perfect bis for the 
evening, a languorous legato that transformed into an infectious waltz before 
returning to its watery realm, now with a gilded edge. Jones wasn't done yet. 
Moszkowski's Etincelles (a Horowitz specialty) was followed by Earl Wild's 
transcription of Fascinatin's Rhythm, and to conclude, Arcadi Volodos's  manic way 
with Mozart's Turkish Rondo. A wild standing ovation, apparently a relative rarity at 
Husum too, was the just and totally deserved response.        
 



Martin Jones meets his audience for 
post-concert supper at Hartmann's Landküche. 
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RARITIES OF PIANO MUSIC 
AT SCHLOSS VOR HUSUM 
JONATHAN PLOWRIGHT Piano Recital 
Thursday (27 August 2015)  
 
British pianist Jonathan Plowright is a regular at Husum, where his breadth and depth 
of his enormous repertoire gets a sympathetic hearing. There were none of his Polish 
favourites on show this evening, which began with hyphenated Bach. Busoni and 
Siloti were not on the slate but instead, the likes of Granville Bantock, Herbert 
Howells, Constant Lambert, Eugene Goosens and Lord Berners.  
 



These were transcriptions of chorale preludes and short movements from the 
collection for Harriet Cohen (famed lady pianist who was the mistress of Arnold Bax), 
and in these were a wealth of surprising harmonies that ticked the ear, all performed 
with refinement and obvious love by Plowright.  
 
What followed were hardly rarities, Brahms's Four Ballades Op.10, repertoire 
Plowright is working on in his ongoing Brahms cycle for BIS recordings. He produced 
a warm and burnished sound for the familiar favourites, comfortably overcoming the 
tricky bits of the  Second Ballade and conjuring a dreamy, hypnotic mood for the 
Fourth Ballade in B minor. In this quiet number, one could hear a counterpoint 
provided by the nesting migratory birds and ducks from the Schloss vor Husum moat, 
a famous and not unwelcome fixture of evening recitals here. 
 

 
 
The only work in the second half will not be heard anywhere else outside of Husum, 
the piano transcription in 9 movements of Constant Lambert's ballet Horoscope. 
From the composer of The Rio Grande, this is a wonderfully crafted work comparable 
to Glazunov's ballet The Seasons and Gustav Holst's The Planets, just to name 
orchestral works with multiple movements. Lambert's is slightly more elusive, 
opening with a prelude (Palindrome) composed solely of a series of chords exploring 
different tonalities.  
 
The ensuing dances combined fast and slow numbers, with Leo being the obvious 
star among the stars. There is an element of the rough and ready in the writing, but 
the slow movements fared best in Plowright's hands, some music I will definitely want 
to hear again. 
 
Encore time: Harold Craxton's neo-Baroque Sarabande and Rigaudon was tinged 
with interesting harmonies, and no one would have expected American band-leader 
Jack Fina's rumbling Bumble Boogie to follow. It was back to the sublime with 
Federico Mompou's Secreto (Secret) with more achingly beautiful harmonies.    
 



Give that man a beer! 
Jonathan Plowright is toasted by  

Peter Froundjian (left) and Ludwig Madlener (right). 
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RARITIES OF PIANO MUSIC 
AT SCHLOSS VOR HUSUM 
CYPRIEN KATSARIS Piano Recital 
Friday (28 August 2015)   
 
Big shock and wonderful surprise of the week: the Chinese pianist Wang Xiayin had 
cancelled on doctor's orders at the eleventh hour. To replace her was the French-
Cypriot pianist Cyprien Katsaris! Some might even consider this an upgrade! No 
programme was planned, but one would always rely on Katsaris to provide some 
impromptu prizes, which he would announce on the spur of the moment.  
 



 
 
He opened with his own improvisations on popular 19th and early 20th century 
melodies, citing that improvisation had already become a lost art among classical 
pianists. In his 15-minute montage, he brilliantly linked themes from Saint-Saens's 
Samson et Dalila, Verdi's La Traviata, Wagner's Tannhauser, a waltz of his own 
device, Tarrega's Memories of the Alhambra (his repeated note technique imitating 
the guitar uncannily well), Tchaikovsky's Pathetique, Khachaturian's Spartacus, 
Rachmaninov's 3rd and 2nd Piano Concertos and Liszt's Les Preludes. This was 
better than any of those Three Tenor medleys! 
 
Late Liszt followed, the little-known Trauervorspiel & Trauermarsch and Katsaris's 
own version of the obsessive Csardas Obstinee, festooned with his own cadenzas 
and more repeated-note mayhem.  Katsaris then did a Liszt by transcribing an aria 
from Liszt's early opera Don Sanche, in the manner of the great master himself. The 
piece de resistance was surely Katsaris's own arrangement combining both solo and 
orchestral parts of Liszt's Second Piano Concerto, a blinder of a showpiece which 
has all the tricks and treats of the ultimate virtuoso. Is Katsaris a reincarnation of the 
great Hungarian? His generous and oversized spirit suggests the affirmative. 
 



 
 
A strange reversal of programming saw the second half open with Haydn's little 
Sonata in C major, a breezily conceived reading marred by a jarring metallic sound 
whenever he hit the low C note. Apparently, a small object had fallen into the piano 
while shifting score stand and lamp, rendering the Haydn an unscripted edition by 
Henry Cowell or John Cage!  
Schubert's second of Three Piano Pieces (D.946) showed Katsaris an absolute 
master of cantabile, while Henry Purcell's Suite in D major was a model of restraint 
and good taste. There was even time for a quiz, winners of which got a Katsaris CD 
recording as a prize. A prelude of Louis Vierne and a short song by  Friedrich 
Nietzsche were correctly identified by two young Germans. He closed the programme 
with Louis Brassin's transcription of Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries (Walkürenritt), of 
course with the usual Katsaris modifications. 
His sole encore was a nocturne that was so famous that it is hardly ever played in 
recital, Chopin's ubiquitous Nocturne in E flat major Op.9 No.2. A true rarity indeed, 
to be heard with Katsaris discrete ornamentation and unfailing beauty of tone. 
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